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Errata – 1st Printing 09/13
The following text corrections pertain to the second edition of ASNT Level III Study Guide: Ultrasonic Testing Method.
Subsequent printings of the document will incorporate the corrections into the published text.
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Correction
At the top of the second column, the formula should read:
sinβ = 0.964 × 0.5 and β = 28.8°.

7

Question 9, Answer a. should be changed to read:
a. plastic glass and water are in the ratio of 1.17:1.

14

Table 2, under the column head Efficiency, the three column headings should read:
T, R and T/R.

18

The last sentence in the left column should be changed to read:
The radius of curvature is determined using Equation 4.
In the right-hand column, the last paragraph should be changed to read:
Paintbrush transducers are mosaics that are excited as a single element search-unit with a large
length-to-width ratio and are used to sweep across large segments of material in a single pass.

22

Question 12 , the units in the question should be changed to read:
(velocity in steel = 0.125 in./µs, velocity in plastic = 0.105 in./µs; velocity in steel = 3.175 mm/µs,
velocity in plastic = 2.667 mm/µs)

36

Question 10, the units used in the question should be changed to read:
Longitudinal wave velocity in plastic = 2.76 mm/µs;
Longitudinal wave velocity in steel = 5.85 mm/µs;
Shear wave velocity in steel = 3.2 mm/µs.

38

The answer key should be changed to read:
1d, 15c

45

For clarity, use the following equation with Figure 4:

50

Question 15, text was deleted to read:
Weld access for completing this pattern will require how much surface distance, plus or minus the
physical dimensions of the transducer assembly?

d = [ R × VLW/VM ] × sin θ
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51

Standards should come before Specifications.

65

The first sentence should be changed to read:
If a steel plate is under water, there will be energy leakage as the wave travels along the plate because
of an out-of-plane displacement component that would load the liquid.

70

In the right-hand column, SHM should be defined as: structural health monitoring.

75

In the right-hand column, the first sentence in the last paragraph should be changed to read:
Calculate the Attenuation Factor C by subtracting 1 in. from the sound path (SP) and multiplying
that number by two, so that C = (SP – 1)  2.

76

At the top of the page, change C = (SP – 1)/2 to C = (SP – 1)  2.
In Table C, under the column head >2-1/2 through 4, the three column heads should read:
70°, 60° and 45°

79

The answer key should be changed to read:
1c, 2c

85

Question 1, answer c. should be changed to read:
c. flat materials and curved surfaces with an outside diameter greater than 20 in.
Question 2 should be changed to read:
2. Personnel evaluating and reporting test results in accordance with this procedure must be:
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Figure 1: (a) Reflected (R) and transmitted (T) waves at normal incidence, and (b) reflected and
refracted waves at angled (α) incidence.

Refraction
When a sound wave encounters an interface at an
angle other than perpendicular (oblique incidence),
reflections occur at angles equal to the incident angle
(as measured from the normal or perpendicular axis).
If the sound energy is partially transmitted beyond
the interface, the transmitted wave may be 1) refracted (bent), depending on the relative acoustic velocities of the respective media, and/or 2) partially converted to a mode of propagation different from that of
the incident wave. Figure 1(a) shows normal reflection and partial transmission, while Figure 1(b) shows
oblique reflection and the partition of waves into
reflected and transmitted wave modes.
Referring to Figure 1(b), Snell’s law may be stated as:
(Eq. 6)

V 
sinβ =  2  sinα
V 
1

For example, at a water-plastic glass interface,
the refracted shear wave angle is related to the incident angle by:
sinβ = (1430/1483)sinα = (0.964)sinα
1. When Equation 5 is expressed for pressure waves rather than
the energy contained in the waves, the terms in parentheses are
not squared.

sinβ = 0.964 × 0.5 and β = 28.8°

For an incident angle of 30°,

Mode Conversion
It should be noted that the acoustic velocities (V1
and V2) used in Equation 6 must conform to the
modes of wave propagation that exist for each given
case. For example, a wave in water (which supports
only longitudinal waves) incident on a steel plate at
an angle other than 90° can generate longitudinal,
shear, as well as heavily damped surface or other
wave modes, depending on the incident angle and
test part geometry. The wave may be totally reflected if the incident angle is sufficiently large. In any
case, the waves generated in the steel will be refracted in accordance with Snell’s law, whether they are
longitudinal or shear waves.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of transmitted
wave energies as a function of the incident angle for

Energy ﬂux coeﬃcient

In the case of water-to-steel, approximately 88%
of the incident longitudinal wave energy is reflected
back into the water, leaving 12% to be transmitted
into the steel.1 These percentages are arrived at using
Equation 5 with Zst= 45 and Zw = 1.5. Thus, R =
(45 − 1.5)2/(45 + 1.5)2 = (43.5/46.5)2 = 0.875, or
88%, and T = 1 – R = 1 − 0.88 = 0.12, or 12%.
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Figure 2: Reflection and transmission coefficients versus
incident angle for water/aluminum interface.
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Physical Properties

Review Questions

1.

Sound waves continue to travel until:

6.

a. they are redirected by material surfaces.
b. they are completely dissipated by the effects of beam
divergence.
c. they are transformed into another waveform.
d. all of the energy is converted into positive and
negative ions.
2.

3.

multiply velocity by frequency.
divide velocity by frequency.
divide frequency by velocity.
multiply frequency by wavelength.

0.297 mm (0.012 in.).
2.54 mm (0.10 in.).
296 mm (11.65 in.).
3.00 mm (0.12 in.).

Thickness resonance occurs when transducers
and test parts are excited at a frequency equal to
(where V = sound velocity and T = item thickness):
a.
b.
c.
d.

2T/V.
T/2V.
V/2T.
2V/T.

Velocity measurements in a material revealed that the
velocity decreased as frequency increased. This material
is called:
a.
b.
c.
d.

8.

9.

dissipated.
discontinuous.
dispersive.
degenerative.

Plate thickness = 25.4 mm (1 in.), pulse-echo straight
beam measured elapsed time = 8 µs. What is the most
likely material?
a.
b.
c.
d.

The wavelength of a 5 MHz sound wave in water is
[VL = 1.483(10)5 cm/s]:
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

7.

To determine wavelength:
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

a. materials with higher densities will usually have
higher acoustic velocities.
b. materials with higher moduli will usually have
higher velocities.
c. wave velocities rely mostly upon the ratios of elastic
moduli to material density.
d. VT will always be one-half of VL in the same material.

Wavelength may be defined as:
a. frequency divided by velocity.
b. the distance along a wavetrain from peak to trough.
c. the distance from one point to the next identical
point along the waveform.
d. the distance along a wavetrain from an area of high
particle motion to one of low particle motion.

The equations that show VL and VT being dependent
on elastic properties suggest that:

carbon steel.
lead.
titanium.
aluminum.

It can be deduced from Table 2 that the densities of:
a.
b.
c.
d.

plastic glass and water are in the ratio of 1.17:1.
steel and aluminum are in the ratio of 2.31:1.
quartz and aluminum are in the ratio of 1.05:1.
water and quartz are in the ratio of 10.13:1.

10. The acoustic energy reflected at a plastic glass-quartz
interface is equal to:
a.
b.
c.
d.

64%.
41%.
22%.
52%.
7
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Figure 2: Comparison of time domain and frequency domain representations of typical signals found in ultrasonic
testing.
Table 2: Piezoelectric material characteristics.
Impedance

Critical
Temp.

Displacement

Electrical

Density

T/R

(Z)

(°C)

(d33)

(g33)
57



2.65

(1)

Efficiency
Material
T

Quartz
X-cut
PZT 5
Lead Zirconate
Titanate
BaTi
Barium Titanate
PMN
Lead
Metaniobate
LSH
Lithium Sulfate
Hydrate
LN
Lithium Niobate
PVDF
Polyvinylidene
Fluoride

R

1

15.2

1

1

70

0.21

14.6

33

193-365

374-593

20-25

7.5

(2)

8.4

—

—

31.2

115-150

125-190

14-21

5.4

(2)

32

—

—

20.5

550

80-85

32-42

6.2

(2)

6.9

~2.0

—

11.2

75

15-16

156-175

2.06

(3)

2.8

0.54

1.51

34

—

6

23

4.64

6.9

1.35

9.3

165-180

14

140-210

1.76

4.1

576

2.3

Notes:
(1) Mechanically and chemically stable; X-cut yields longitudinal wave motion while Y-cut yields distortional transverse waves.
(2) Ferroelectric ceramic requiring poling and subject to extensive cross-mode coupling.
(3) Soluble in water, R estimated at ~2.
(4) Flexible polymer.

14

Note

(4)
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these factors depending on the surface finish, type
of material, temperature, surface orientation and
availability. The couplant should be spread in a thin,
uniform film between the transducer and the material under test. Rough surfaces and vertical or overhead surfaces require a higher viscosity couplant
than smooth, horizontal surfaces. Materials used in
this application include various grades and viscosities of oil, glycerin, paste couplants using cellulose
gum (which tend to evaporate, leaving little or no
residue) and various miscible mixtures of these
materials using water as a thinner.
Because stainless steels and other high-nickel
alloys are susceptible to stress-related corrosion cracking in the presence of sulphur and chlorine, the use of
couplants containing even trace amounts of these
materials is prohibited. Most commercial couplant
manufacturers provide certificates of conformance
regarding absence of these elements, upon request.
In a few highly specialized applications, dry
couplants, such as a sheet of elastomer, have been
used. Bonding the transducer to the test item, usually in distributed materials characterization studies,
is an accepted practice. High pressure and intermittent contact without a coupling medium, has also
been used on high-temperature steel ingots.
Although these approaches have been reported in
the literature, they are not commonly used in production applications.
Water is the most widely used couplant for
immersion testing. It is inexpensive, plentiful and
relatively inert to the materials involved. It is sometimes necessary to add wetting agents, antirust
additives and antifouling agents to the water to prevent corrosion, ensure absence of air bubbles on test
part surfaces and avoid the growth of bacteria and
algae. Bubbles are removed from both the transducer face and the material under examination by regular wiping of these surfaces or by water jet.
In immersion testing, the sound beam can be
focused using plano-concave lenses, producing a
higher, more concentrated beam that results in better lateral (spatial) resolution in the vicinity of the
focal zone. This focusing moves the last peak of the
near field closer to the transducer than that found
with a flat transducer. Lenses may be formed from
epoxy or other plastic materials, e.g., polystyrene.
The radius of curvature is determined using
Equation 4.

18

(Eq. 4)

R=F

( n − 1)
n

where
R is the lens radius of curvature,
F is the focal length in water,
n is the ratio of the acoustic L-wave velocities,
n = V1/V2 where
V1 is the longitudinal velocity in epoxy,
V2 is the velocity in water.
For example, to get a focal length of 63.5 mm
(2.5 in.) using a plastic glass lens and water, the
radius of curvature equation uses a velocity
ratio of n = 1.84 and the equation becomes
R = 2.5 (0.84/1.84) = 1.14 in.
Focusing has three principal advantages. First, the
energy at the focal point is increased, which increases
the sensitivity or signal amplitude. Second, sensitivity
to reflectors above and below the focal point is
decreased, which reduces the noise. Third, the lateral
resolution is increased because the focal point is normally quite small, permitting increased definition of
the size and shape of the reflector.
Focusing is useful in applications such as the
examination of a bondline between two materials,
e.g., a composite material bonded to an aluminum
frame. When examined from the composite side,
there are many echoes from within the composite
that interfere with the desired interface signal; however, focusing at the bondline reduces the interference and increases system sensitivity and resolution
at the bond line depth.
Where a shape other than a simple round or
square transducer is needed, particularly for largerarea sound field sources, transducer elements can
be assembled into mosaics and excited either as a
single unit or in special timing sequences. Mosaic
assemblies may be linear, circular or any combination of these geometries. With properly timed
sequences of exciting pulses, these units can function as a linear array (with steerable beam angles)
or as transducers with a variable focus capability.
Paintbrush transducers are mosaics that are
excited as a single element search-unit with a
large length-to-width ratio and are used to sweep
across large segments of material in a single pass.
The sound beam is broad and the lateral resolution
and discontinuity sensitivity is not as good as smaller transducers.
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9.

Which of the following is a true statement about a
sound beam with a longer wavelength.
a. A longer wavelength has better penetration than a
shorter wavelength.
b. A longer wavelength provides a greater sensitivity
and resolution.
c. A longer wavelength has less energy than a
shorter wavelength.
d. Wavelength does not affect penetration,
resolution or sensitivity.

10.

14.

a.
b.
c.
d.
15.

Backing material on a transducer is used to:
a. damp the pulse and absorb the sound from the
back of the transducer.
b. decrease the thickness oscillations.
c. increase the radial mode oscillations.
d. increase the power of the transmitted pulse.

11.

12.

54.9°
19°
36.4°
45°

In Figure 6, the aluminum rod being examined is
152.4 mm (6 in.) in diameter. What is the offset
distance needed for a 45° refracted shear wave to be
generated?
[L-wave velocity in aluminum = 6.3 (10)6 mm/s,
T-wave velocity in aluminum = 3.1 (10)6 mm/s,
velocity in water = 1.5 (10)6 mm/s]
a.
b.
c.
d.

22

16.

An angle beam transducer produces a 45° shear wave
in steel. What is the approximate incident angle?
(velocity in steel = 0.125 in./µs, velocity in plastic =
0.105 in./µs; velocity in steel = 3.175 mm/µs,
velocity in plastic = 2.667 mm/µs)
a.
b.
c.
d.

13.

inspect butt joint welds in thick-wall steel piping.
inspect pipe walls for internal corrosion.
examine material for acoustic velocity changes.
determine acoustic diffraction.

5.13 mm (0.2 in.)
26.06 mm (1.026 in.)
52.12 mm (2.052 in.)
15.05 mm (0.59 in.)

10.03 mm (0.395 in.)
4.5 mm (0.177 in.)
12.82 mm (0.505 in.)
10.26 mm (0.404 in.)

It is desired to detect discontinuities 6.35 mm
(0.25 in.) or less from the entry surface using angle
beam shear waves. The search unit must be selected
with the choice between a narrow band and a
broadband unit. Which should be chosen and why?
a. The narrow band unit because it examines only a
narrow band of the material.
b. The broadband unit because the entire volume is
examined with a long pulse.
c. The broadband unit because the near surface
resolution is better.
d. The broadband unit because the lateral resolution
is excellent.

Angle beam search units are used to:
a.
b.
c.
d.

In Figure 6 and using the conditions of question 13,
what is the offset distance needed for a 45° refracted
longitudinal wave to be generated?

In a longitudinal-wave immersion test of
commercially pure titanium plate
[VL = 6.1 (10)6 mm/s, VT = 3.12 (10)6 mm/s], an echo
pulse from an internal discontinuity is observed
6.56 µs following the front surface echo. How deep is
the reflector below the front surface?
a.
b.
c.
d.

17.

20 mm (0.79 in.)
40 mm (1.57 in.)
10 mm (0.39 in.)
50.8 mm (2 in.)

A change in echo amplitude from 20% of full screen
height (FSH) to 40% FSH is a change of:
a.
b.
c.
d.

20 dB.
6 dB.
14 dB.
50% in signal amplitude.
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8.

A DAC curve is to be established using the
SDHs in the block as shown in Figure 9.
Three points have been established: 1/8, 2/8
and 3/8 nodes from 1/4, 1/2 and 3/4 T SDHs.
What would be the next point?
a.
b.
c.
d.

9.

12.

4/8 node.
5/8 node.
6/8 node.
8/8 node.

Which of the following is an advantage of
side-drilled hole reflectors for calibration?

a.
b.
c.
d.
13.

a. They can be placed at essentially any
distance from the entry surface.
b. The surface of the hole is rough,
providing a strong, specular reflection.
c. The hole depth is limited to 3 times the
diameter.
d. The hole diameter can be used directly
and easily to measure the size of an
unknown reflector.
10.

When measuring the angle on an angle beam
search unit using an IIW block, two signals
are noted. The first measures at an angle of
49° and the second peaks at an angle that is
estimated to be 25°. Using the information
below, identify the signals.
Longitudinal wave velocity in plastic =
2.76 mm/µs;
Longitudinal wave velocity in steel =
5.85 mm/µs;
Shear wave velocity in steel = 3.2 mm/µs.
a.
b.
c.
d.

11.

When using a focused, straight beam search
unit for lamination scanning in an
immersion test of a steel plate, a change in
water path of 5 mm (0.2 in.) will result in the
focal point moving in the steel a distance of:
a.
b.
c.
d.

36

First is shear, second is longitudinal.
First is longitudinal, second is surface.
First is longitudinal, second is love wave.
First is longitudinal, second is shear.

5 mm (0.2 in.).
0.2 mm. (0.008 in.).
1.27 mm (0.05 in.).
20.3 mm (0.8 in.).

A search unit with a focal length in water of
101.6 mm (4 in.) is used. A steel plate,
203 mm (8 in.) thick, velocity = 0.230 in./ms,
is placed at a water path of 50.8 mm (2 in.)
from the search unit. At what depth is the
focal point in the steel?
25.4 mm (1 in.).
50.8 mm (2 in.).
12.7 mm (0.5 in.).
20.3 mm (0.8 in.).

During an examination, an indication of 25%
FSH is detected and maximized. For better
analysis, the gain is increased by 12 dB and
the indication increases to 88% FSH. What
value should have been reached and what is
the apparent problem?
a. 50% FSH and the screen is nonlinear.
b. 75% FSH and there is no problem.
c. 100% FSH and the sweep speed is
nonlinear.
d. 100% FSH and the screen is nonlinear.

14.

The difference between through-transmission
and pitch-catch techniques is that:
a. the transducers in through-transmission
face each other, while in pitch-catch the
transducers are often side by side in the
same housing.
b. the transducers in through-transmission
are side by side, while in pitch-catch the
transducers are facing each other.
c. the transducers in
through-transmission are always angle
beam.
d. in through-transmission the depth of the
discontinuity is easily determined.
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22.

In preparing a scanning plan (the set of
directions describing the performance of an
ultrasonic examination), which of the
following parameters should be considered,
as a minimum?
a. Sound beam diameter, refracted angle,
beam direction, gate settings, starting
point for the first scan, number of scans.
b. Sound beam diameter, refracted angle,
operator’s name, gate settings, starting
point, number of scans.
c. Sound beam diameter, refracted angle,
beam direction, expected flaws,
instrument serial number.
d. Sound beam far field length, refracted
angle, beam direction, gate settings,
starting point, number of scans.

23.

A scanning plan is a document which:
a. outlines the various steps in preparing a
procedure.
b. defines the most efficient way to analyze
the data.
c. gives the detailed steps entailed in
examining the test item.
d. gives the complete history of previous
examinations.

26.

A 76.2 mm (3 in.) thick flat plate of
polystyrene during immersion testing
exhibits an echo from the back surface of the
plate that is ______ of that received from the
front surface. (Both sides immersed in water,
ZPoly = 2.7, ZH2O = 1.5.)
a.
b.
c.
d.

24.

25.

In contact testing, the back surface signal
from a 50.8 mm (2 in.) plate was set at full
screen height. Passing over a coarse grained
area, the back surface signal dropped to 10%
of the full scale signal. What would be your
estimate of the change in attenuation in this
local area based on actual metal path
distance?
a.
b.
c.
d.

0.787 dB/mm (20 dB/in.).
0.393 dB/mm (10 dB/in.).
0.196 dB/mm (5 dB/in.).
10%/in.

8.4%
84.00%
8.16%
6.88%

A major problem in the use of search unit
wheels is:
a. insufficient traction leading to skidding
and bad wrecks.
b. elimination of undesireable internal
echoes.
c. installing adequate brakes.
d. selecting a rigid tire material.

Answers
1d
14a

38

2b
15c

3b
16d

4d
17b

5d
18c

6d
19b

7b
20a

8b
21b

9a
22a

10d
23b

11c
24b

12c
25c

13d
26c

Practical Considerations

ε

ε
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d

d = [ R × VLW/VM ] × sin θ
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Focused longitudinal
source beam
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φ

+

θ
R

+
r

θ
T

LEGEND

= Angle of incident sound beam
θ
= Angle of refracted sound
beam
VLW = Longitudinal velocity in water
VSM = Shear velocity in metal
VLM = Longitudinal velocity in metal
d
= distance of transducer centerline offset from normal to
cylinder outside diameter
BW = Beam width
sin = (VLW/VM) sinθ

Figure 4: Shear waves induced in tubular materials. (Reference AMS-STD-2154A for typical usage.)

sending transducer in the pulse-echo manner. This
delayed reflector-plate signal is indicative of the
strength of the sound beam after passing through
the panel two times. A weak reflector-plate signal (if
properly aligned) usually signifies a material with a
high level of attenuation due to its composition, or
the presence of highly attenuating voids or scatterers, which may not result in a discrete back scattered echo of their own.
Angle-beam, shear wave testing is often
achieved by rotating (swiveling or angulating) the
transducer with respect to the sound entry surface.
For cylindrical items, it can also be done by offsetting the transducer to the point where the curvature of the test part yields a refracted shear wave as
shown in Figure 4. The curvature of the test surface results in the refraction of the sound beam in
a manner that tends to spread the sound with the
water-item interface functioning as a cylindrical
lens, diverging the beam. Areas with concave surfaces, such as inner radiused forgings, are sometimes difficult to inspect because they focus the
sound beam into a narrow region, making complete, uniform coverage quite difficult.
It is possible to compensate for some of these
contoured surfaces through the use of specially
designed transducers or the introduction of
contour-correcting lenses applied to flat transducers. Figure 5 shows the effect of contour correction
on the A-scan display obtained with and without

correction being used. By matching the curvature of
the sound beam to the curvature of the tube, a set
of well spaced multiple reverberations from within
the tube wall is clearly evident.
When using transducers equipped with focusing
lenses for the purpose of increasing discontinuity

Flat transducer

Contoured
transducer

Tubing

Figure 5: Contour correction through focused transducers.
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15

A butt weld in a 38 mm (1.5 in.) thick plate is to be
examined from both sides using a 70° shear wave.
The scan program calls for being able to inspect three
legs (1.5 V-paths). Weld access for completing this
pattern will require how much surface distance, plus
the physical dimensions of the transducer assembly?
a.
b.
c.
d.

16

114.3 mm (4.50 in.).
209.3 mm (8.24 in.).
313.94 mm (12.36 in.).
628.14 mm (24.73 in.).

A 0° axial test is being performed on a steel railroad
axle 2.4 m (8 ft) long and 152.4 mm (6 in.) in
diameter. A strong but unsteady signal is seen near
the center of the display screen. A similar signal is
seen from the other end of the axle. The following
conditions are given:
Screen distance: 3 048 mm (304.8 mm/div.)
[10 ft (12 in./div.)]
Damping: minimum
Gain: 85 dB
Pulse repetition rate: 2000 pulses per second
Frequency: 2 MHz, range: 1270 mm (50 in.)
Reject: off, Filter: off
Sweep speed: as required
Sweep delay: as required

The discontinuity detector’s sound path sweep setting
on a 10-division graticle display for the above case
should be:
a.
b.
c.
d.

17

18

33.53 mm/div. (1.32 in./div.).
25.4 mm/div. (1.00 in./div.).
31.75 mm/div. (1.25 in./div.).
12.7 mm/div. (0.50 in./div.).

What action should the operator take?
a. Record the indication and notify the supervisor.
b. Change the PRR to 1000 pulses per second and
observe the effect.
c. Compare the signal to the reference standard and
reject the axle if the reference level is exceeded.
d. Determine if the signal responds to finger
damping by touching the opposite end.

A 3.05 m (10 ft) long turbine shaft is to be inspected
from one end with 0°, longitudinal wave for radial,
circumferential fatigue cracks in an area between
2286 mm (90 in.) and 2794 mm (110 in.) from the
inspection end. The available instrument screen can
display a maximum of 2032 mm (80 in.). How should
the operator proceed?
a. Inspect using a 2032 mm (80 in.) screen and file
an exception report.
b. Set up 508 mm (20 in.) screen and delay the start
to 2286 mm (90 in.).
c. Set up a 2032 mm (80 in.) screen and delay the
start to 762 mm (30 in.).
d. Assume there are no cracks and turn in a report.

Answers
1a
14d

50

2c
15c

3d
16a

4c
17b

5d
18b

6c

7a

8b

9a

10d

11a

12b

13a

Recommended References

Chapter 5

Codes and Standards

Ultrasonic examinations are usually performed in
accordance with one or more procedures that are
structured to comply with the rules and criteria of
the applicable codes, specifications, standards and
regulatory requirements (if applicable) and depending on the level of qualification of the inspector,
written work instructions. The general hierarchy for
these documents is as follows:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Codes.
Regulatory requirements (if applicable).
Standards.
Specifications.
Inspection procedures.
Written work instructions.

For a better understanding of what these documents cover, below is a brief general description of
each type of document. It should be noted that some
industries do not use codes, making standards the
highest-level document. An example of this is the
petroleum industry, whose top tier documents are
American Petroleum Industry (API) standards.
Codes are generally the governing documents,
providing a set of rules that specify the minimum
acceptable level of safety for manufactured, fabricated or constructed objects. These may incorporate
regulatory requirements and often refer to standards
or specifications for specific details on how to perform the actual inspections (performance standards). Most codes will provide acceptance and
rejection criteria for the required inspections, but
often refer to the ASTM performance standards for
the methodology used in applying the best nondestructive testing (NDT) method and technique.
Regulatory requirements are generally incorporated into the top tier document when the potential
threat to the public safety is high. Examples of regulatory agencies are the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (USNRC) and the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). USNRC has jurisdiction and
regulatory control over all nuclear work involving
radioactive materials and the FAA has a similar position in the aviation industry.

Standards are documents that establish engineering or technical requirements for products,
practices, methods or operations. Of particular
interest to NDT personnel are those standards that
provide requirements for performing NDT tasks. An
inspection standard may include information on
how to apply multiple testing techniques, but usually
does not include acceptance and rejection criteria,
which is either specified by the governing code or
the inspection purchaser's requirements.
Specifications provide specific additional
requirements for materials, components or services.
They are often generated by private companies to
address additional requirements applicable to a specific product or application. Specifications are often
listed in procurement agreements or contract documents as additional requirements above and beyond
code or standard requirements.
Inspection procedures are usually developed by
the inspection company to provide details on how
the inspection method or technique is to be applied
(Table 1). These are generally based on the applicable performance standard but focus on one specific
application, such as angle-beam UT, immersion UT,
phased array, etc. Ultrasonic procedures typically
address the following items at a minimum:
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

●
●

●

Instrument (selection, operating ranges).
Calibration standard (tie-in to test materials).
Search unit type, size, frequency (wave
geometry).
Screen settings (metal path).
Area to be scanned (coverage intensity).
Scanning technique (manual, coupling,
automatic).
Indications to be recorded (minimum
sensitivity).
Data record format (forms to be followed).
Accept/reject criteria (basis or specification
reference).
Personnel qualifications (certifications).

The degree to which these and other items are
controlled is usually dependent upon the criticality
of the application.
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Guided Waves

If a steel plate is under water, there will be energy leakage as the wave travels along the plate
because of an out-of-plane displacement component that would load the liquid. The in-plane displacement components would not travel into the

liquid media since this would be like shear loading
on the fluid. If you solve this wave propagation
problem, or as another example the wave propagation associated with bitumen coating on a plate,
there would also be leakage of ultrasonic energy as
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increased understanding and significant advances
in computational power. Very few investigators
were involved from 1985 to 2000, but since 2000 the
work and interest has exploded.
Ultrasonic guided waves for aircraft and composite material inspections have come a long way in
the past decade or so. Many successes have come
about, but many challenges remain. The same is
true for pipeline inspection.
Finally, although many promising methods are
evolving into promising inspection tools, numerous
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challenges remain. Many of the challenges are
focused on technology transfer work tasks to a realistic practical environment. New and sophisticated
work efforts in both guided wave NDT and structural health monitoring (SHM) are underway with
hopes of a great future. Guided wave instrumentation will eventually emerge with energy harvesting
and wireless technology to simplify its implementation and use.

Procedure
distance locations are measured from this point to
the nearest point of the indication. For tubular
parts, a point on the circumference shall be marked
as Y = 0. This point shall be shown on the sketch on
the inspection report.
To locate an indication with respect to the width of
the weld, the centerline of the weld shall be X = 0.
Indications on the side of the weld away from the
scanning surface shall be referred to as X+ and indications located on the near (transducer) side of the
weld shall be referred to as X–.
Figure 1: Distance and sensitivity calibration.

7.0 BASE MATERIAL EXAMINATION
7.1

Using an appropriate straight beam transducer,
inspect all scanning surfaces to determine that
there are no laminations or inclusions in those
areas. The scan should have a 20% overlapping
pattern and a scanning speed that does not
exceed 6 in. per second.

7.2 If any area of the inspected base metal exhibits
total loss of back reflection or any indication equal
to or greater than the original back-reflection
height, its size, location and depth shall be reported to the engineer.
8.0 ANGLE BEAM EXAMINATION
8.1

Set the scanning level to the correct level as shown
in Table B. Using the appropriate angle beam
transducer, scan so that the entire weld volume
and heat-affected zone (HAZ) is interrogated by
the sound beam. Each scan shall overlap the previous scan by a minimum of 10% at a speed not to
exceed 6 in. per second. The transducer shall be
oscillated sideways by 10° to 15° while the scans
are performed. If both sides of the weld are
accessible, the weld and HAZ shall be inspected
from both sides.

8.2 When another wedge angle is required, the new
wedge shall be calibrated as described in Section 6
and the inspection process described in 8.1 shall
be repeated using the new angle.
9.0 EVALUATION OF DISCONTINUITIES
9.1 Location of Indications
When locating an indication, the report form must
accurately identify the location. On plate welds the
left end of the weld is designated as Y = 0 and all

When determining indication length, the 6 dB drop
method shall be used to determine the ends of the
indication and its length. The length shall be
recorded on the inspection report form under the
Length column. The distance from Y = 0 to the
nearest end of the indication shall be recorded on
the inspection report form under the From Y
column.
The location of the indication with respect to the
centerline of the weld (X+ or X-) shall be determined based on the sound path and surface distance and recorded on the inspection report form
under the From X column.
Mark locations of all indications on or near the
discontinuity, noting the depth and class of each
discontinuity on the nearby base metal.
9.2 Evaluation of Indications
When a signal from a discontinuity appears on the
screen, maximize the signal and adjust the gain
control so that the maximized signal is at 80%
FSH. Record this gain setting (in dB) on the
inspection report form under column A, Defect
Level. The indication shall be given a number that
is to be marked on the part and in the Defect No.
column on the inspection report form.
Read the sound path from the screen and record
that distance in the Sound Path column on the
inspection report form.
Measure or calculate the distance from the exit
point on the transducer to the indication and
record that distance on the inspection report form
in the Surface Distance column.
Calculate the Attenuation Factor C by subtracting
1 in. from the sound path (SP) and multiplying
that number by two, so that C = (SP – 1)  2.
Next use the formula A – B – C = D to determine
the Defect Rating, where
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10.0 DOCUMENTATION

A = Defect Level (dB)
B = Reference Level (dB)
C = (SP – 1)  2, and
D = Defect Rating

10.1 A sample Inspection Report Form is appended as
Form A.
10.2 All portions of the inspection report shall be filled
out and a sketch of the weld showing the scanning
surfaces, Y = 0, X+ and X– shall be drawn in the
appropriate space. Legible hand sketches are
acceptable.

Record the Defect Rating under column D on the
inspection report form.
9.3 Defect Severity Classification
Each indication shall be classified in accordance
with the criteria listed in Table C to determine the
defect severity class based on the Defect Rating and
that Class (I, II, III or IV) shall be recorded in the
Severity column on the inspection report form.
9.4 Acceptance/Rejection Determination
As stated in the notes under Table C, Class I indications shall be rejected regardless of length. If Class
II or III indications exceed the requirements shown
in the notes, they shall be rejected. Class IV indications shall be recorded but marked as being acceptable.

10.3 The Inspected By signature block shall show the signature of the person performing the inspection,
their level of qualification and the date the inspection was performed. If the inspection was witnessed, the witness shall complete the Witnessed
By block; otherwise it is to be left blank.
11.0 REPAIRS
11.1 All weld repairs plus 2 in. on either end of the
repair area shall be reexamined in accordance
with this procedure. If the same inspection report
form is used to document repair inspections, that
information shall be clearly labeled as repair
inspections.

Table C: Ultrasonic accept-reject criteria.
Weld Size* in inches and Search Unit Angle
Defect
Severity
Class

5/16
through
3/4

>3/4
through
1-1/2

70°

70°

70°

60°

45°

70°

60°

45°

70°

60°

45°

+5 &
Lower

+2 &
Lower

-2 &
Lower

+1 &
Lower

+3 &
Lower

-5 &
Lower

-2 &
Lower

0&
Lower

-7 &
Lower

-4 &
Lower

-1 &
Lower

II

+6

+3

III

+7

+4

+8
& up

+5
& up

+1
+2

+4
+5

+6
+7

-2 to
+2

+1
+2

+3
+4

-4 to
+2

-1 to
+2

+2
+3

I

IV

>1-1/2 through 2-1/2

-1
0

+3
& up

+2
+3

+6
& up

+4
+5

+8
& up

>2-1/2 through 4

-4
-3

+3
& up

-1
0

+3
& up

>4 through 8

+1
+2

+5
& up

-6
-5

+3
& up

-3
-2

+3
& up

0
+1

+4
& up

* Weld size in butt joints shall be the nominal thickness of the thinner of the two parts being joined.
NOTES:
Class I indications shall be rejected regardless of length.
Class II indications having a length greater than 3/4 in. shall be rejected.
Class III indications having a length greater than 2 in. shall be rejected.
Class IV indications shall be accepted regardless of length or location in the weld,
but shall be recorded on the inspection report form.
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Class II and III indications shall be rejected in welds carrying primary tensile stress
if the indication is within 2L of the weld end, where L is the length of the longer
indication.
Class II and III indications that are not separated by 2L shall be considered as a
single indication.
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Procedure

7.

In preparing for the angle beam inspection of a 1 in.
thick plate weld, a longitudinal wave scan of the base
metal should be conducted throughout the scanning
surface extending from either side of the weld toe out
a distance of:
a.
b.
c.
d.

8.

Longitudinal wave testing conducted for the purpose
of screening base materials prior to angle beam testing
for weld discontinuities, requires an overlap scan
pattern of at least:
a.
b.
c.
d.

2 in.
4 in.
6 in.
8 in.

10%.
15%.
20%.
50%.

Answers
1c

2c

3d

4a

5c

6c

7d

8c
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Review Questions

1.

This procedure may be used to inspect:

6.

a. flat materials only.
b. both flat plate and pipe.
c. flat materials and curved surfaces with an outside
diameter greater than 20 in.
d. curved surfaces only.
2.

Personnel evaluating and reporting test results in
accordance with this procedure must be:
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

a.
b.
c.
d.
7.

Level I, II or III.
Level II or Level III.
Level II.
Level III.

8.

4.

1.0 to 2.25 MHz.
2.25 to 5.0 MHz.
1.0 to 5.0 MHz.
2.25 to 10.0 MHz.

The signal must exceed 20% of DAC.
Lack of fusion is rejectable regardless of amplitude.
The signal must exceed the DAC curve.
The signal must exceed 80% of DAC.

Which of the following scanning practices is
acceptable?
a. A scan speed of no more than 6 in. per second
with 10% overlap and 10° to 15° of transducer
oscillation.
b. A scan speed of no more than 6 in. per minute
with 10% overlap and 10° to 15° of transducer
oscillation.
c. A scan speed of no more than 6 in. per second
with 20% overlap and 10° to 15° of transducer
oscillation.
d. A scan speed of no more than 6 in. per second
with 10% overlap and 25° of transducer oscillation.

Angle beam sensitivity calibration must be done using:
a. The side-drilled holes in a Basic calibration block.
b. The 0.060 in. diameter side-drilled hole in an IIW
block.
c. The 1/32 in. slot in a distance-sensitivity
calibration (DSC) block.
d. ASTM distance/area-amplitude blocks.

5.

6 dB.
12 dB.
6 dB for the first leg and 12 dB for the second leg.
None.

An indication is determined to be lack of fusion.
What must the signal amplitude be for this indication
to be rejectable?
a.
b.
c.
d.

The frequency range for ultrasonic equipment and
search units must be:
a.
b.
c.
d.

After setting the signal amplitude from the t/4 to 80%
FSH, what increase in dB is used to set the amplitudes
of the remaining signals?

The hole diameter for a basic calibration block to be
used when calibrating for a 1-1/4 in. thick weld is:
a.
b.
c.
d.

1/16 in.
3/32 in.
1/8 in.
3/16 in.

Answers
1c

2b

3c

4a

5c

6d

7b

8a
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